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Abstract – For the emerging software-defined infrastructure, 

to be orchestrated from so-called logically centralized DevOps 

Tower, the shared accessibility of distributed playground 

resources and the timely interaction among operators and 

developers are highly required. In this paper, by taking 

OF@TEIN SDN-Cloud playground as a target environment, we 

discuss an access center effort to address the above requirements. 

In providing the developer presence via the proposed access 

center, the inherent heterogeneity of internationally dispersed 

OF@TEIN resources is setting a unique challenge to cope with 

the broad spectrum of link bandwidths and round-trip delays. 

The access capability of deployed access center is experimentally 

verified against a wide range of access network conditions, which 

would be extended for futuristic access federation with 

appropriate identity management and resources abstraction for 

multiple developers and operators. 

 
Index Terms — DevOps-based automation, SDN-Cloud 

playground, software-defined infrastructure, multi-domain 

resource federation, and federated resource access. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

INCE launched in 2012, OF@TEIN has extended its  

capability from OpenFlow-enabled into SDN-Cloud- 

enabled playground1. As shown in Fig. 1 [1], the playground 

 
All authors are member of OF@TEIN Community (website: http://oftein.net). 

resources are deployed on the top of underlay network 

infrastructure that is distributed over multiple international 

sites and is involved with multiple network administrator 

domains. The playground resources are managed by 

logically-centralized DevOps (i.e., Development and 

Operations) Tower, which allows both developers and 

operators to perform various developments and resource 

management. 
 

 
Figure 1: OF@TEIN Playground: A multi-domain 

SDN-Cloud testbed environment. 

                                                                                                    
1 Note that we intentionally use the term ‘playground’ instead of ‘testbed’ 

to highlight the software-driven flexibility of shared resource pools. 
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 In order to allow developers to perform diverse experiments, 

we need to provide a systematic access to the shared resources 

of OF@TEIN playground directly from the different access 

networks of all developers. Since each access network can 

belong to different administrative domain, we need to apply a 

different set of rules to manage (i.e., allow and restrict) the 

playground access. In order to allow the playground access, the 

playground operators are required to identify the diverse 

reachability between OF@TEIN playground and developer 

access networks. However, the reachability can be still limited 

due to bandwidth availability, routing configuration, and 

firewall policy of underlying access networks. Considering 

these limitations (or difficulties), so-called access center 

deployment is needed to support multiple access methods by 

leveraging well-known protocol/port combinations, secure 

access scheme, and remote desktop access scheme. This access 

center may be able to help the developers to utilize the 

playground resources, overcoming several access limitations, 

without the burden of additional configuration. 

 

II. ACCESS CENTER: REQUIREMENTS AND RELATED WORK 

There are several access requirements and related efforts 

that motivated the deployment of OF@TEIN access center. 

A. Access Center: Requirements 

The developers may need full access to the playground for 

playground customization and experiment execution. The 

access should be open any time and any location regardless of 

developer’s sites with different time zones, institutions, and 

access networks. The common access hurdles are troublesome 

IPAM (IP address allocation and management including 

firewall blocking) issues and protocol-/time-of-day-based 

bandwidth limitations. The access may not be restricted in the 

sense of remote visualization. For example, the developer of 

video streaming experiments may want faster GUI-based 

access. Furthermore, remote access from different types of 

devices needs to be considered. Also, flexible configuration to 

support interactive and programmable access is required to 

help developers with different remote access needs. 

The other access hurdles are unified (i.e., federated) 

authentication and heterogeneous resource abstraction with 

extended/expanded capability. The unified identity federation 

is required for centralized, policy-driven authentication to 

assign different levels of privileges. A simplified abstraction 

for heterogeneous resources is also required so that it can 

facilitate resource pooling by integration dispersed resources 

at specific locations (e.g., Chulalongkorn University Thailand, 

UNINET Thailand, and ERNET India). 

B. Related Work 

Akarsu and others discuss about gateways for seamless 

desktop access to high performance resources [2]. The 

gateway will retrieve data from different resources and 

allocate computational resources to process data. Thus, it hides 

system management and coordination from the developers. 

Treder et al. discuss about desktop applications for both 

remote and local accesses that support flexible access and 

remote desktop capability according to user requirements [3]. 

BonFire provides centralized broker service that interfaces 

users and federated resources of heterogeneous cloud and 

network testbeds. It offers user’s access to resources through 

SSH gateway by VPN [4]. Also, Wahle et al. propose a 

reference-point gateway concept to federate independent 

testbed islands [5]. They provide web services to query and 

request the testbed resources. 

From another perspective, Leandro et al. discuss about 

identity federation for access control in multi-tenancy cloud 

environment using Shibboleth, an authentication and 

authorization infrastructure based on SAML [6]. SAML 

standard assertion carries credentials across trusted domain 

boundaries, also known as tokens. Furthermore, Bhatt et al. try 

to maintain the confidentiality, integrity, and authentication 

over insecure internet connection [7]. As the communication 

was secured by SSLv3 and TLSv1 with CA server and Smart 

card client, the overall authentication time will be doubled. 

 

III. OF@TEIN ACCESS CENTER: DESIGN 

This section discusses about the design issues for access 

center. It includes access parameters to be considered, solution 

candidates, and the selection flexibility of users.  

A. Key Design Issues 

There are two aspects for OF@TEIN access center design. 

They are developer and access network requirements, 

respectively. 

 

1) Developer Requirement 

As discussed above, user’s (developer’s) requirements are 

important to be considered as the developers need to do 

experiments without constraints. The developer’s access 

should be provided regardless the access locations (e.g., 

campus network, dormitory, or internet) as they may be wired 

and wireless connected. The access should be flexible with 

different access methods such as CLI-based, web-based GUI, 

and remote display for their specific visual experiment and 

verification. 

 

2) Access Network Requirement 

 

 
Figure 2: Developer access network: available bandwidth. 
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In order to provide the developer access from diverse 

network environments, several network parameters are 

considered between the developer’s access network and the 

access center, such as i) basic connectivity/reachability to 

verify the routing configuration, ii) access limitations or 

firewall policies to ensure access scheme provided, and iii) the 

available bandwidth to predict the access responsiveness. As 

depicted in Fig. 2, OF@TEIN access center is tested to provide 

multiple access schemes from various network environments 

(i.e., 21 networks with 3 different access times). 

 

B. Design for Access Center 

By considering many aspects of access center design and 

requirements, several access solutions or approaches have 

been selected such as i) multiple points of entry for access 

center, ii) multiple access schemes with different solutions, 

and iii) access center components for deployments. The 

detailed design of OF@TEIN access center is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: OF@TEIN Access Center: Design. 

 

1) Multiple Points of Entry  

Point of entry is a point where all the playground’s 

resources/services are accessible from the developers. 

Currently, the design considers entry from the R&E (research 

and education) network with unlimited access and from 

internet with some selected access schemes only. It is decided 

to provide developer’s access from their campus network as 

well as external network.  

 

2) Multiple Access Methods 

The script-/program-based and GUI-based accesses are 

required for the developers for their experiments. Several 

protocols or ports are however blocked/filtered due to their 

security performance policies. For this, the designed access 

center provides several access schemes such as using 

well-known application protocols and ports (e.g., HTTP web 

browsing), encrypted protocols communications (e.g., SSH 

remote access, HTTPs secure socket layer, or trusted Java web 

application), and/or remote pre-configured secured desktops 

(e.g., VRDP – virtual remote desktop protocol).  

3) Selected Components 

Several components are selected to provide the flexible 

access that satisfies all the considerations and requirements. 

The selected components for preliminary access center are: 

 Web-based portal to verify the connectivity from 

developer’s access network and for online access 

registration. 

 Bandwidth measurement web applications to verify the 

available bandwidth from developer’s access network. 

 Port scanner web applications to check the access list 

applied in the developer’s access network. 

 Connection transversal (tunneled desktop) to provide 

access by translating into well-known protocol and ports. 

 Secure access for shared (virtual desktop) web 

application to provide access through secure 

communication protocols (e.g., HTTPS). 

 Remote access to secured desktop or workstation (remote 

desktop) to provide the accesses to secure dedicated 

virtual machine for each developers. 
 

IV. OF@TEIN ACCESS CENTER: DEPLOYMENT AND 

VERIFICATION 

A. Deployment 

The main task of the access center deployment is a physical 

box that is accessible from R&E networks (and Internet). This 

box is running on Ubuntu Linux OS with additional software 

and services (i.e., Open SSH server for secure remote access 

and Apache web server for web portal interface). For 

bandwidth measurement, we utilize Ookla Speedtest Mini [8] 

and jnetscan [9] port scan (as a java application). Three 

different access schemes are utilizing  different software 

combinations: i) Open SSH server for tunneled desktop access 

through well-known ports, ii) Community version of Ulteo 

Virtual Desktop [10] for java-based shared virtual desktop web 

application, and iii) Oracle Virtual Box [11] for remote 

desktop to secure pre-configured virtual machines.  

B. Measurement 

In order to measure the quality of service (QoS) and quality 

of experience (QoE) of this preliminary access center 

deployment, several developers are tested and measured the 

access performance through several different access networks. 

In total, it is involved with 6 different countries (i.e., Korea, 

Thailand, Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, and India), 10 

developers, and 21 networks including R&E and public 

networks. The QoS measurement calculates the access setup 

time duration and number of packets or bytes required for the 

access. It simply utilizes Wireshark [12] network analyzer to 

capture all access related packets from developer’s terminal to 

the access center. Based on the captured (pcap formatted) file, 

the traffic statistic (e.g., number of packets, number of bytes, 

duration between first packet and last packet, and average rate) 

for specific access scheme can be analyzed. The QoE 

measurements polled the developer’s experiences during 

testing and measurements for different access schemes and 

quick feedbacks to match with their requirements. 
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C. Result and Analysis 

As mentioned above, two different measurements are 

completed (i.e., QoS and QoE) and analyzed for further 

improvements in next deployment. 

 

1) Quality of Service based on Pcap Packet Analysis 

 

 

Figure 4: Access status result. 

 

The overall testing result of all access schemes is 

acceptable, because approximately 83 % of accesses are 

successful, as depicted in Fig. 4. Less than ~17 % access 

problems are caused by several different aspects (e.g., 

developer’s operating system issue, java/browser 

compatibility issue, and some unknown reasons), which may 

not be directly related with current access center deployment. 

However, it still needs to be considered for future work 

extension. 

 

 

Figure 5: QoS comparison for all access schemes. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Access time comparison for all access schemes. 

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the comparison between the access 

schemes based on the measured access parameters. As 

expected, the tunneled desktop requires smallest number of 

packets and number of bytes, and also with fastest access setup 

time. It is then followed by virtual desktop and remote desktop 

accesses that require more packets and bytes and longer access 

setup time. However, tunneled desktops are only suitable for 

well-known applications and static TCP ports (e.g., web page, 

remote access, and others). Also it is required for specific 

configuration (e.g., TCP port translation, Linux scripting, and 

unique access links). Virtual and remote desktops are more 

useful for GUI-based experiments such as video or java-based 

applications. 

 

2) Quality of Experience based on Developers Polling 

As QoE verification from the developers, MOS-like (similar 

with “mean opinion score”) value is one representative 

parameter for this purpose. In order to get the developer’s 

opinion score about their access experiences, simple polling 

method is selected for 10 developers from different countries 

and access networks. The result is shown in Table 1, where the 

highest score for tunneled desktop followed by remote desktop 

and virtual desktop. However, note that overall the score is 

around 3.57, which are in between “Fair” and “Good” quality 

[13]. 

 
TABLE 1: DEVELOPERS ACCESS QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE (QOE) 

 

NO ACCESS SCHEMES QOE (MOS) 

1 Tunneled Desktop 4.43 

2 Virtual Desktop 2.86 

3 Remote Desktop 3.43 

 Overall 3.57 

 

 

Figure 7: Preferred access schemes based on developer’s 

experiences. 

 

With this simple polling method, the developers also select 

the most preferred access “anonymously” in order to ensure 

independency. As depicted in Fig. 7, surprisingly that most all 

the developers are preferred tunneled desktop (based on 

connection transversal) access scheme than the other schemes. 

It is concluded that tunneled desktop is “lighter” and “faster” 

for accessing some specific resources in OF@TEIN 

playground. However, it needs to be verified continuously by 

observing and measuring “real” playground accesses during 

developer’s experiments. 
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V. FEASIBILITY OF ACCESS CENTER FOR ACCESS 

FEDERATION 

Since 2015, the focus of OF@TEIN collaboration is shifted 

into establishing an open collaboration consortium amongst 

existing and new potential collaborators, and developing a 

reference model to build and operate SDN-Cloud-leveraged 

open/shared infrastructure. Also, it hopes to establish a 

federation-based multi-domain SDN-Cloud playground and 

also a distributed support center to provide technical guide for 

all collaborators. Aligned with this transition, more 

playground resources, network domains, and developers are 

expected to increase and federate, while simple access and 

strong authentication/authorization are still needed to be 

considered. This section discusses more about the challenges 

of current work to be leveraged in the federation environment.  

A. Access Federation Challenges 

This work mainly focuses on “successful” access schemes 

to the playground for all developers and operators if required. 

Currently, it is not covering authentication and authorization, 

which defines the portions of playground resources accessible 

to different developers. Another important aspect for access 

federation is an abstraction for all federated resources into 

logical entities that are accessible from the access center. 

Additionally, the favorable access should give less resource 

requirements (e.g., terminal specification, bandwidth, software 

installation, etc.). In summary, access federation needs to solve 

following challenges: 

 

 Single identity management to provide single-sign-on 

with group-based access control for multi-tenancy 

environment. It is possible to build trust relationships 

between institutions (as identity providers) and 

OF@TEIN playground (as resource provider). 

 Resources authorization to provide OF@TEIN 

playground access policies for developers, operators to 

avoid resource monopoly or collision.  

 Playground abstractions to present overlay entities of 

OF@TEIN playground over underlying multi-domain 

federated resources. 

 Access offload or network-style proxy to minimize 

developer terminal requirements and speed-up the 

developer access to the playground resources. 

B. Access Center for Access Federation 

Based on the analysis on the requirements and current work 

results, the important items to extend in near future are: 

 

a) Access center (deployment enhancement): This is the 

main piece of access federation as it will federate (i.e., 

aggregate) all types of access (e.g., GUI or CLI) from 

the developers to the playground resources. But, 

improvements are required based on current 

measurement results and developer’s experiences 

feedbacks. It also needs enhancements to provide an 

overlaid playground abstraction on top of underlay 

playground infrastructure. 

b) ID Federation: This is an important component to 

provide single-sign-on authentication and resources 

authorization for different developers/operators. It 

should cover both SDN and Cloud resources. Several 

approaches are evaluated such as keystone federation 

and slice-based federation architecture (SFA). 

c) Access Box: This additional deployment is required for 

access offload or network-style proxy to solve the 

current access limitations to the resources (e.g., low 

bandwidth, public IP address limitation, lack of 

graphical interface). It can be implemented as 

lightweight physical box (Pi or NUC) or virtual box 

(VM or container) with pre-configured operating 

systems and additional software. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, OF@TEIN access center deployment is 

preliminary verified to provide multiple access schemes for 

OF@TEIN developers from multiple countries with different 

types of access networks. Based on QoS and QoE 

measurements, the preferred access scheme is tunneled 

desktop (based on connection transversal) access, preferred 

over virtual/remote desktop accesses. However, current 

deployment needs to be improved by considering other aspects 

such as single authentication and authorization, resource 

abstraction, and access offload, in order to provide the 

complete design of access federation for overlaid OF@TEIN 

playground over OF@TEIN underlay infrastructure. 
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